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Leading Order QCD Shear Visosity from the 3PI Ee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In this artile we alulate the leading order shear visosity in QCD using the resummed 3PI
eetive ation. We work to 3-loop order in the eetive ation. We show that the integral equations
that resum the pinhing and ollinear ontributions are produed naturally by the formalism. All
leading order terms are inluded, without the need for any kind of power ounting arguments.
PACS numbers: 11.15.-q, 11.10.Wx, 05.70.Ln, 52.25.Fi
I. INTRODUCTION
Transport oeients measure the eieny with whih onserved quantities are transported through a medium,
over distanes that are long ompared to the mirosopi relaxation sales of the system (for a review see [1℄). Diret
appliations inlude the early universe and the quark gluon plasma. The alulation of transport oeients is
also important from a purely theoretial standpoint. They haraterize linear deviations from equilibrium, but are
alulated using the familiar methods of equilibrium eld theory. Results ould therefore be used as a hek on
alulations based on purely non-equilibrium methods.
The alulation of transport oeients in gauge theories is hugely ompliated by the ourrane of pinh- and
ollinear-singularities [2, 3, 4℄. These singularities an be regulated by using hard thermal loop propagators. However,
this remedy produes innite sets of graphs whih all ontribute at the same order. In order to inlude all leading
order ontributions, these innite sets of graphs need to be resummed. The problem is to develop a tehnique to
perform the resummation that avoids double ounting and respets all of the symmetries of the original theory.
The omplete leading order alulation of eletrial ondutivity and shear visosity, in both QED and QCD, was
done in [4℄. This alulation is not obtained diretly from quantum eld theory, but is derived from kineti theory. It
is of interest to understand the onnetion between the kineti theory approah, and a alulation based on quantum
eld theory. One motivation is that quantum eld theory might provide a better framework than kineti theory for
alulations beyond leading order. The equivalene of the two approahes has been demonstrated for salar theories
[5, 6, 7, 8℄. In QED, eld theory based alulations have been done using a diret ladder summation [9, 10℄, dynamial
remormalization group methods [11℄, and other diagrammati methods [12, 13℄. A large Nf leading log alulation of
ondutivity and shear visosity was done in [14℄ using the 2PI eetive theory. The ondutivity has been obtained
at leading order from the 3PI eetive ation [15, 16℄. In QCD, the eld theoreti alulation of shear visosity has
only been done at leading log order [9, 17℄. In this paper we present the rst alulation of the full leading order
QCD shear visosity using quantum eld theory methods. We show that the alulation an be organized naturally
using the 3PI eetive ation. The result provides strong support for the use of nPI eetive theories as a method to
study the equilibration of quantum elds.
The n-PI eetive theory, in whih the n-point funtions are treated as variational parameters, is a natural method
to organize the alulation of transport oeients. In general, a onsistent resummation requires the omputation
of the nPI eetive ation for innite n. However, there is an equivalene heirarhy that simplies the struture of
the alulation [18℄: to 2-loop order, the innite-PI eetive ation is equivalent to the 2PI eetive ation, to 3-loop
order, the innite-PI eetive ation is equivalent to the 3PI eetive ation, et.
Trunations of the eetive ation produe problems with gauge invariane. Even though the eetive ation is
onsistent with the global symmetries of the theory, the Ward identities assoiated with the gauge symmetry may
not be satised for the self onsistently determined vertex funtions [19, 20℄. To address this problem, we use the
resummed eetive ation, whih is dened with respet to the self-onsistent solutions of the n-point funtions
[21, 22, 23, 24℄.
∗
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2There are three dierent types of n-point funtions involved in the alulation: (1) the self-onsistent solutions of
the equations of motion; (2) `mixed' n-point funtions obtained by taking funtional derivatives of the self-onsistent
solutions with respet to eld expetation values and; (3) `external' n-point funtions obtained by taking funtional
derivatives of the resummed eetive ation with respet to eld expetation values. For QED, it has been shown that
the `external' n-point funtions satisfy the usual Ward identities [15, 25℄. At the exat level, all of these denitions
are equivalent to eah other. Integral equations for type (1) verties are obtained from the equations of motion of
the eetive ation (see Eqn. (17)). Integral equations for type (2) vertex funtions are obtained by funtionally
dierentiating the equations of motion with respet to eld expetation values (see, for example, Eqn. (32)).
This paper is organized as follows. In setion II we dene some notation. In setion III we derive an expression for
the shear visosity in terms of the integrand that gives the gluon polarization tensor. In setion IV we give the 3PI
eetive ation to 3-loop order. In setion V we dene some `external' n-point funtions and obtain an expression for
the `external' 2-point funtion. In setions VI and VII we derive integral equations for the relevant `mixed' verties,
and the self onsistent verties. In setion VIII we show that the kernels of these equations an be written as the
square of the sum of the amplitudes that orrespond to all physial sattering and prodution proesses. In setion
IX we present our onlusions. In Appendix A we dene the notation used in the Keldysh representation of nite
temperature eld theory. In Appendix B we show that the expansion of the `external' polarization tensor produed
by the 3PI formalism ontains all of the terms that would be produed by a Wik expansion. In Appendix C we give
some details of the alulation presented in setion VIII.
II. NOTATION
We use:
g = diag(1,−1,−1,−1) , (1)
nb(p0) =
1
eβp0 − 1 , nf (p0) =
1
eβp0 + 1
,
NB(p0) = 1 + 2nb(p0) , NF (p0) = 1− 2nf(p0) ,∫
dP :=
∫
d4p
(2π)4
,
∫
p
:=
∫
d3p
2Ep (2π)3
,
Iˆij =
(
pipj − 1
3
p2δij
) 1
p2
.
We work in the Feynman gauge and write the QCD Lagrangian as:
L = −1
4
F aµνF
µν a − 1
2
(∂µAaµ)
2 + iψ¯γµD
µψ − η¯a∂µ(Dµη)a , (2)
F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ + gfabcAbµAcν ,
Dµψ = (∂µ − igAaµta)ψ ,
(Dµη)
a =
(
∂µδ
ac + gfabcAbµ
)
ηc .
The lassial ation is:
Scl[ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯] =
∫
d4xL . (3)
The group fator notation for SU(N) is:
fundamental representation : CF = (N
2 − 1)/(2N) , TF = 1/2 , dF = N , (4)
adjoint representation : CA = N , TA = N , dA = N
2 − 1 .
For simpliity we will set the oupling onstant g to one throughout.
III. SHEAR VISCOSITY
The Kubo formula for shear visosity is:
η =
1
20
(
∂
∂q0
2 Im ρππ(q0, 0)
) ∣∣∣
q0→0
(5)
3ρππ(q0, 0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
∫
d3x eiq0t θ(t) 〈πij(t, x), πij(0)〉
where πij is the traeless part of the energy momentum tensor.
We begin by onsidering the ontribution to the shear visosity that orresponds to using bare propagators and
verties. We will all this quantity η¯. We use the Keldysh representation of the real time formulation of nite
temperature eld theory. The basi method is desribed in Appendix A. The derivation of the orresponding expression
for the ase of the QED ondutivity is given in detail in [15℄. We obtain
1
η¯ = − 1
10
β
∫
dP
[
nf (p0)
(
1− nf (p0)
)
Tr
(
(Λ0)
ij
cc′(P +Q,Q, P )S
0(P +Q)ret (Λ0)
ij
cc′(P +Q,Q, P )S
0(P )adv
)
(6)
+nb(p0)
(
1 + nb(p0)
)(1
2
(Ω0)
ijλτ
ab (−P −Q,Q, P )D0ττ ′(P +Q)ret (Ω0)ijτ
′λ′
ab (−P −Q,Q, P )D0λλ′(P )adv
− (Θ0)ijab(P +Q,Q, P )G0(P +Q)ret (Θ0)ijab(P +Q,Q, P )G0(P )adv
)]
~q = 0
q0 → 0
The verties are dened as:
(2π)4δ4(K + P +Q)(Ω0)
ijλτ
ab (K,Q, P ) =
∫
d4x
∫
d4y
∫
d4z e−iqxe−ipye−ikz〈Aλa(z)πijgluon(x)Aτb (y)〉 , (7)
(2π)4δ4(K − P −Q)(Θ0)ijab(K,Q, P ) =
∫
d4x
∫
d4y
∫
d4z e−iqxe−ipyeikz〈ηa(z)πijghost(x)η¯b(y)〉 ,
(2π)4δ4(K − P −Q)(Λ0)ijcc′(K,Q, P ) =
∫
d4x
∫
d4y
∫
d4z e−iqxe−ipyeikz〈ψc(z)πijquark(x)ψ¯c′(y)〉 ,
where {πijquark, πijghost, πijgluon} indiates the part of the traeless energy momentum tensor that is quadrati in quark,
ghost, and gluon elds. For the ghost and quark verties the order of the momenta is: outgoing momentum of the
outgoing ghost/quark, inoming momentum of the gluon, inoming momentum of the inoming ghost/quark. For the
gluon vertex all momenta are inoming.
The integral in (6) ontains three bubble-type diagrams: a gluon bubble, a ghost bubble, and a quark bubble. These
diagrams ontain pinhing and ollinear singularities that need to be resummed in order to obtain the full leading
order ontribution. In order to simplify the explanation of this point, we onsider a generi bubble diagram, and draw
the propagators as solid lines, as shown in Fig. 1. Throughout this paper we will use stars to indiate the legs of a
type (2) or type (3) n-point funtion that orrespond to funtional derivatives with respet to eld expetation values
(see also Fig. 6).

FIG. 1: A generi ontribution to the shear visosity.
Pinh singularities are produed by the low frequeny limit in the Kubo formula (Eqn. (5)). When integrating a
term of the form
∫
dp0 G
ret(P )Gadv(P ), the integration ontour is `pinhed' between poles on eah side of the real
axis, and the integral ontains a divergene alled a `pinh singularity.' A set of graphs ontaining pinh singularities
has the general form shown in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2: Contributions to the shear visosity from pinhing singularities.
[1℄ Our notation throughout this paper diers slightly from that used in [15, 16℄. In this paper, the symbols used to represent propagators
and verties orrespond diretly to lines and dots in diagrams, with no additional fators of ±i.
4In gauge theories, one also has ollinear singularities. Fig. 3 shows a set of graphs with ollinear singularities.
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FIG. 3: Contributions to the shear visosity from ollinear singularities.
In general, pinh and ollinear singularities are regulated by using hard thermal loop (HTL) resummed propagators.
This proedure introdues extra fators of the oupling in the denominators whih hange the power ounting. As a
onsequene, the innite series of graphs depited in Figs. 2 and 3 are all of the same order and need to be resummed.
The resummation is done by solving a set of oupled integral equations that have the general form shown in Fig. 4.
When the leg on the right hand side has a star, the integral equation resums pinh singularities. The same equation
without the star resums ollinear singularities. The basi goal of this paper is to show that these integral equations
are produed naturally by the 3PI formalism. We note that sine the ghost HTL self energy is zero, the ghost diagram
annot be regulated in this way. However, ghosts are not physial partiles and are only needed to anel unphysial
gluon polarizations. We will show expliitly how this works in setion VIII.
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FIG. 4: An integral equation that resums singularities.
In Feynman gauge the HTL quark, ghost and gluon propagators an be written:
−iS(P ) = 1
P/ − Σ , − iGab(P ) =
δab
P 2
, (8)
Dµνab (P ) = δabD
µν(P ) , − iDµν(P ) = −PµνT
1
P 2 −ΠT − P
µν
L
1
P 2 −ΠL − P
µν
G
1
P 2
,
PµνT = g
µν − UµUν + (Pµ − p0Uµ)(P ν − p0Uν)/p2 ; U = (1, 0, 0, 0) ,
PµνL = −PµνT + gµν − PµP ν/P 2 , PµνG = PµP ν/P 2 .
Dominant ontributions to the shear visosity ome from hard exitations on the pinhing lines, and the residue of
the longtitudinal part of the gluon propagator is exponentially suppressed at high temperatures. Therefore, we need
only the transverse part of the pinhing gluon propagator whih an be written:
− iDijT (P ) =
(
δij − p
ipj
p2
) 1
P 2 −ΠT . (9)
Now we onsider the verties dened in (7). We fator the olour struture by dening:
(Ω0)
ijλτ
ab = δabΩ
ijλτ
0 , (Θ0)
ij
ab = δabΘ
ij
0 , (Λ0)
ij
cc′ = δcc′Λ
ij
0 . (10)
In addition, we write the bare verties that are obtained diretly from the Lagrangian as:
(Ω0)
λστ
acb (−P, 0, P ) = facbΩλστ0 (−P, 0, P ) , (11)
(Θ0)
σ
acb(P, 0, P ) = facbΘ
σ
0 (P, 0, P ) ,
(Λ0)cc′(P, 0, P ) = δcc′Λ0(P, 0, P ) .
Note that we have used the same letters in (7) and (11). In order to simplify the notation, we do not introdue
any additional primes or tildes to distinguish the two types of verties. The indies assoiated with eah vertex are
5suient to indiate whih type of vertex is meant. Using this notation, it is straightforward to show that:
Ωλτ ;ij(−P, 0, P ) → 2gλτp2Iˆij → psΩλsτ (−P, 0, P )Iˆij , (12)
Θij0 (P, 0, P ) = −p2Iˆij = psΘs0(P, 0, P )Iˆij ,
Λij(P, 0, P ) =
1
3
δijplγl − γipj ,
where the arrow indiates that the relation holds only when multiplied by the transverse projetors Pλλ
′
T P
ττ ′
T on both
sides. We have taken the limit Q→ 0, sine this produes no diulties for fators in the numerator of the integrand.
Using these results we an rewrite the integrand in (6) in terms of the integrand for the gluon self energy. We
separate ontributions to the gluon self energy from gluon, ghost and quark bubbles by writing:
Π[i]ss
′
ab (Q) =
∫
dP Πint[i]ss
′
ab (P,Q) ; i ∈ {gluon, ghost, quark} . (13)
It is straightforward to show that (6) an be written:
η¯ =
β
10
Iˆ2δab
∫
dP ps ps
′
(14)
·
(
1
CA
(
Πint[gluon]ss
′
ab (P,Q) + Πint[ghost]
ss′
ab (P,Q)
)
+
Nc
dATF
Πint[quark]ss
′
ab (P,Q)
)∣∣∣∣ ~q = 0
q0 → 0
IV. THE 3PI FORMALISM
At this point, we introdue a ompatied notation. We use a single numerial subsript to represent all ontinuous
and disrete indies. For example: a gluon eld is written A1 := A
a
µ(x); the quark propagator is written S12 :=
Sαβ(x1, x2); the bare 3-gluon vertex is written Ω
0
132 := (Ω0)
λστ
acb (x1, x3, x2) et. We also use an Einstein onvention in
whih a repeated index implies a sum over disrete variables and an integration over spae-time variables. The free
propagators and verties are dened as:
(S012)
−1 = −i δ
2Scl
δψ2δψ¯1
, (D012)
−1 = −i δ
2Scl
δA2δA1
, (G012)
−1 = −i δ
2Scl
δη2δη¯1
, (15)
Λ0132 = i
δ3Scl
δψ2δA3δψ¯1
= −δ(S
0
12)
−1
δA3
, Ω0132 = i
δ3Scl
δA2δA3δA1
= −δ(D
0
12)
−1
δA3
,
Θ0132 = i
δ3Scl
δη2δA3δη¯1
= −δ(G
0
12)
−1
δA3
, M01234 = i
δ4Scl
δA4δA3δA2δA1
=
δΩ0132
δA4
= −δ
2(D012)
−1
δA4δA3
.
The 3PI eetive ation an be written [18, 26℄:
Γ[ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯, S,D,G, V, U, Y ] = Scl[ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯] (16)
+
i
2
TrLnD−112 +
i
2
Tr
[
(D012)
−1
(
D21 −D021
)]− iTrLnS−112 − iTr [(S012)−1(S21 − S021)]
− iTrLnG−112 − iTr
[
(G012)
−1(G21 −G021)
]
+ Γ0[A,S,D,G, V, U, Y ] + Γint[A,S,D,G, V, U, Y ] .
We use the following notation: V is the self onsistent quark-gluon vertex, U is the self onsistent 3-gluon vertex, and
Y is the self onsistent ghost-gluon vertex. These propagators and verties are to be determined self-onsistently from
the equations of motion. We also dene Φ = i(Γ0 + Γint). We show Φ graphially in Fig. 5. We note that shifting
the eld introdues another 3-point vertex and that, in the gure, the intersetion of three gluon lines at a small dot
represents Ω0ijk +AlM
0
ijkl.
6Φ =
1
8
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FIG. 5: The 3-loop 3PI eetive ation. Wiggly lines represent gluons, solid lines are quarks and dotted lines are ghosts.
The equations of motion are obtained from the stationarity of the ation. There are 11 equations whih are obtained
by funtionally dierentiating with respet to the 11 funtional arguments of the eetive ation:
δΓ
δXi
= 0 ; Xi ∈ {ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯, S,D,G,U, V, Y } . (17)
The equations obtained by varying with respet to {S,D,G,U, V, Y } an be solved simultaneously for the self on-
sistent solutions whih are funtions of the eld expetation values: S˜[ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯], D˜[ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯], G˜[ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯],
U˜ [ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯], V˜ [ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯], Y˜ [ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯]. We write this set of self onsistent solutions:
X˜ = {S˜, D˜, G˜, U˜ , V˜ , Y˜ } . (18)
Substituting these self onsistent solutions we obtain the resummed ation, whih depends only on the expetation
values of the elds:
Γ˜[ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯] (19)
= Γ[ψ, ψ¯, A, S˜[ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯], D˜[ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯], G˜[ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯], V˜ [ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯], U˜ [ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯], Y˜ [ψ, ψ¯, A, η, η¯]] .
The equivalene of (16) and (19) at the exat level was shown in [27℄. In the future we will write Γ and Γ˜ without
their arguments.
V. `EXTERNAL' n-POINT FUNCTIONS
We dene some type (2) `mixed' vertex funtions using the same notation as (15):
Ω132 = −δD˜
−1
12
δA3
, Θ132 = −δG˜
−1
12
δA3
, Λ132 = −δS˜
−1
12
δA3
. (20)
These verties are shown in Fig. 6. `External' gluon legs are distinguished by a star.
Ω =

Θ =

Λ =

FIG. 6: Some `mixed' verties.
7Some additional useful relations an be obtained from the identities:
D˜−113 D˜32 = δ12 , G˜
−1
13 G˜32 = δ12 , S˜
−1
13 S˜32 = δ12 . (21)
Dierentiating (21) with respet to A and using (20) gives:
δD˜12
δA3
= D˜11′Ω1′32′D˜2′2 ,
δG˜12
δA3
= G˜11′Φ1′32′G˜2′2 ,
δS˜12
δA3
= S˜11′Λ1′32′ S˜2′2 . (22)
The `external' gluon propagator is dened as:
i(Dext12 )
−1 =
δ2
δA2δA1
Γ˜[ψ, ψ¯, A, η¯, η] . (23)
The `external' self energy is extrated from the `external' propagator using:
(Dext12 )
−1 = (D012)
−1 − Πext12 . (24)
We an derive an expression for the `external' self energy as a funtion of the verties in (20) by taking derivatives of
the modied eetive ation and using the hain rule. We use the notation Xi to indiate one of the set of funtional
variables X := {S,D,G, V, U, Y } and X˜i to indiate one of the set of self-onsistent solutions X˜ := {S˜, D˜, G˜, V˜ , U˜ , Y˜ }.
We obtain:
i(Dext12 )
−1
(25)
=
δ2Γ
δA2δA1
∣∣∣
X˜
+
∑
i
δΓ
δXi
∣∣∣
X˜
δ2X˜i
δA1δA2
+
[∑
i
δ2Γ
δXiδA1
∣∣∣
X˜
δX˜i
δA2
+ {1↔ 2}
]
+
∑
i
∑
j
δ2Γ
δXiδXj
∣∣∣
X˜
δX˜i
δA1
δX˜j
δA2
.
The seond term in this result is identially zero (see Eqn. (17)). The expression an be further simplied by using
the set of equations obtained by dierentiating the equations of motion:
δ
δA2
[ δΓ
δXi
∣∣∣
X˜
]
= 0 ⇒ δ
2Γ
δXiδA2
∣∣∣
X˜
+
∑
j
δ2Γ
δXjδXi
∣∣∣
X˜
δX˜j
δA2
= 0 . (26)
Using this onstraint (25) beomes:
i(Dext12 )
−1 =
δ2Γ
δA2δA1
∣∣∣
X˜
+
∑
i
δ2Γ
δXiδA1
∣∣∣
X˜
δX˜i
δA2
. (27)
Expanding the sum and using (22) we have:
i(Dext12 )
−1 =
δ2Γ
δA2δA1
∣∣∣
X˜
(28)
+
δ2Γ
δS34δA1
∣∣∣
X˜
· (S˜33′Λ3′24′ S˜4′4) + δ
2Γ
δD34δA1
∣∣∣
X˜
· (D˜33′Ω3′24′D˜4′4) + δ
2Γ
δG34δA1
∣∣∣
X˜
· (G˜33′Θ3′24′G˜4′4)
+
δ2Γ
δU345δA1
∣∣∣
X˜
δU˜345
δA2
+
δ2Γ
δV345δA1
∣∣∣
X˜
δV˜345
δA2
+
δ2Γ
δY345δA1
∣∣∣
X˜
δY˜345
δA2
.
Using (16) we obtain:
−i δ
2
δA2δA1
Γ = (D012)
−1 − 1
2
M01342D43 −
δ2Φ
δA2δA1
(29)
−i δ
2Γ
δS34δA1
∣∣∣
X˜
· (S˜33′Λ3′24′ S˜4′4) =
(
Λ0 − δ
2Φ
δS δA
)
413
· (S˜ΛS˜)324
−i δ
2Γ
δD34δA1
∣∣∣
X˜
· (D˜33′Ω3′24′D˜4′4) = −1
2
(
Ω0 + 2
δ2Φ
δD δA
)
413
· (D˜ΩD˜)324
−i δ
2Γ
δG34δA1
∣∣∣
X˜
· (G˜33′Θ3′24′G˜4′4) =
(
Θ0 − δ
2Φ
δG δA
)
413
· (G˜ΘG˜)324 .
8The last three terms in (28) do not ontribute beause the derivatives δU˜/δA, δV˜ /δA, δY˜ /δA orrespond to eetive
4-point verties, whih are not part of our leading order alulation. We extrat Πext12 from (24), (28) and (29):
Πext12 =
1
2
M01342D43 +
1
2
(
Ω0 + 2
δ2Φ
δD δA
)
413
· (D˜ΩD˜)324 −
(
Λ0 − δ
2Φ
δS δA
)
413
· (S˜ΛS˜)324 (30)
−
(
Θ0 − δ
2Φ
δG δA
)
413
· (G˜ΘG˜)324 + δ
2Φ
δA2δA1
.
The terms in round brakets an be written olletively using the notation:
Ω′0 :=
(
Ω0 + 2
δ2Φ
δD δA
)
, Λ′0 :=
(
Λ0 − δ
2Φ
δS δA
)
, Θ′0 :=
(
Θ0 − δ
2Φ
δG δA
)
. (31)
The result for the `external' self energy in (30) is shown in Fig. 7. The open irles in the gure denote Ω′0, Λ
′
0 and
Θ′0, and the solid dots are Ω, Λ and Θ.
Π
ext
12 =
1
2

+
1
2

−

−

+
δ2Φ
δA2δA1
.
FIG. 7: The `external' self-energy.
The last term in Fig. 7 an be alulated using the expression for Φ shown in Fig. 5. The result is shown in Fig. 8.
δ2Φ
δA2δA1
=
1
6

+
1
2

+
1
4

FIG. 8: A ontribution to the ondutivity.
In order to alulate the visosity using the 3PI formalism we use Eqn. (14), with the integrands for the piees
Πint[gluon]ss
′
ab (K,Q), Πint[quark]
ss′
ab (K,Q) and Πint[ghost]
ss′
ab given by the 2nd, 3rd and 4th terms in (30), whih are
shown in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th diagrams in Fig. 7. The verties Ω, Θ and Λ, and the self onsistent verties U , V
and Y , satisfy a set of oupled integral equations that resum the pinhing and ollinear singularities. In the next two
setions we derive these integral equations.
In most ases, the equations in this paper are easier to understand when represented diagramatially. From this
point on, we will give most results only as diagrams. When equations are used, all indies are suppressed.
VI. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS FOR `MIXED' VERTEX FUNCTIONS
In this setion we derive the integral equations for the type (2) `mixed' vertex funtions Ω, Λ and Θ that appear
in the bubble diagrams in Πext (see Fig. 7). As explained earlier, these equations are obtained by taking funtional
derivatives with respet to the eld expetation values of the appropriate equations of motion (17).
The integral equation for the vertex Ω is obtained from the equation:
δ
δA
[
δΓ
δD
∣∣∣∣
X˜
]
= 0 . (32)
The subsript X˜ indiates that all self onsistent solutions (18) are substituted. Using (16) and (20) it is straightfor-
ward to show that this expression an be written:
Ω = Ω′0 + 2
∑
i
δX˜i
δA
[
δ2Φ
δD δXi
∣∣∣∣
X˜
]
, (33)
9where the summation indiates ontributions from all of the terms in the set {S,D,G, V, U, Y }. The terms Xi ∈
{U, V, Y } give no ontribution, beause the derivatives δX˜i/δA orrespond to eetive 4-point verties, whih are not
part of the leading order alulation. Expanding the sum we have:
Ω = Ω′0 + 2
δD˜
δA
[
δ2Φ
δDδD
∣∣∣∣
X˜
]
+ 2
δS˜
δA
[
δ2Φ
δD δS
∣∣∣∣
X˜
]
+ 2
δG˜
δA
[
δ2Φ
δD δG
∣∣∣∣
X˜
]
. (34)
The integral equations for the verties Λ and Θ are obtained in exatly the same way. The results are:
Θ = Θ′0 −
δD˜
δA
[
δ2Φ
δGδD
∣∣∣∣
X˜
]
− δS˜
δA
[
δ2Φ
δG δS
∣∣∣∣
X˜
]
− δG˜
δA
[
δ2Φ
δG δG
∣∣∣∣
X˜
]
, (35)
Λ = Λ′0 −
δD˜
δA
[
δ2Φ
δSδD
∣∣∣∣
X˜
]
− δS˜
δA
[
δ2Φ
δS δS
∣∣∣∣
X˜
]
− δG˜
δA
[
δ2Φ
δS δG
∣∣∣∣
X˜
]
.
To simplify the notation, we dene the 4-point funtions:
MSS := − δ
2Φ
δSδS
, MSD := −2 δ
2Φ
δDδS
, MDD := 4
δ2Φ
δDδD
· · · (36)
where the dots indiate that the denitions for the 4-point funtions involving ghosts are dened like the ones with
quark elds. From Fig. 5 it is lear that MSG =MGS = 0. For larity, we give one example in Fig. 9, with all indies
written out expliitly. The legs on eah side of the box will join to a pinhing pair of propagators.
(MSD)43;21 = − 2
δ2Φ
δD12δS34
=

3
4
1
2
FIG. 9: A 4-point vertex.
Using this notation, equations (34) and (35) an be represented diagramatially as shown in Fig. 10. The shaded
boxes in the gure represent the 4-point verties MXY . We use the notation: MDD = box with diagonal lines, MDS ,
MSD = box with hathed lines, MDG, MGD = light grey box, MSS = dark grey box, MGG = hathed grey box. The
open irles denote the verties Ω′0, Λ
′
0 and Θ
′
0.

=

+
1
2

−

−


=

+

+
1
2
	


=

+

+
1
2

FIG. 10: Struture of the integral equations for the verties Ω, Λ and Θ.
We an alulate the bare verties diretly from (31). Sine δ2Φ/δS δA = δ2Φ/δG δA = 0, we have Λ′0 = Λ0 and
Θ′0 = Θ0. The vertex Ω
′
0 is slightly more ompliated. After many anellations, the surviving terms are shown in
Fig. 11. We note that Ω′0 ontains M0 and U , but not Ω. In Fig. 11, we have ombined diagrams that orrespond to
permutations of external legs. The third and fth diagrams on the right hand side have a loop insertion on the upper
leg. These diagrams should eah be drawn as two diagrams, with symmetry fator 1/2, one with the loop insertion
on the upper leg and one with the loop insertion on the lower leg.
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Ω
′
0 =

=

+

+

+

FIG. 11: The vertex Ω
′
0.
Below we disuss in detail the alulation of MDD. In Fig. 12 we show eah term in Φ and the orresponding
ontribution to MDD. As in Fig. 11, we ombine diagrams that orrespond to permutations of external legs. The
diagram on the right hand side of part (b) in Fig. 12 should be drawn as two diagrams, one with the dotted vertex at
the top and one with the dotted vertex at the bottom. Similarly, the diagram in the seond part of the right hand side
of part (e) should be drawn as two diagrams with the triangular insertion at the top in one diagram and the bottom
in the other. In the same way, the rst and seond diagrams in the right hand side of part (f), and the diagrams
in right hand side of (g) and (i) should be drawn as two diagrams. The third diagram in the right hand side of (f)
should be drawn as 4 diagrams.
(a) 1
8

→

(b) 1
6

→ 4

(c) 1
48

→

(d) − 1
12

→ −2

(e) 1
24
	
→


+ 4

(f) 1
8

→ 4

+ 2
Æ
+ 4

(g) − 1
3

→ − 8

(h) − 1
4

→ − 2

(i) − 1
3

→ − 8

(j) − 1
4

→ − 2

FIG. 12: Diagrammati representation of MDD. The rossed lines in parts (e), (h) and (j) pass over/under eah other and do
not interset at a 4-point vertex.
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In Fig. 13 we give the results for MSD and MSS. The orresponding results for MGD and MGG have exatly the
same form as MSD and MSS respetively, with the quarks replaed by ghosts.
MSD = 4

− 2

+ 4

+ 4

+ 2

MSS = 2

−

+ 2

+ 2
	
+


FIG. 13: Diagrammati representation of MSD and MSS . The rossed lines in the last two diagrams on the right hand side pass
over/under eah other, and do not interset at a 4-point vertex. As in Fig. 12, we have ombined diagrams that orrespond to
permutations of external legs
The integral equations for the verties Ω, Λ and Θ are obtained by substituting the equations represented in Figs.
11, 12 and 13 (and the orresponding equations for ghosts), into Eqns. (34) and (35) (shown in Fig. 10).
VII. EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR THE SELF CONSISTENT VERTICES
In this setion we derive a set of integral equations for the self onsistent vertex funtions. We show in detail how
eah term is obtained for the integral equation for the vertex U . For V and Y we give only the nal expression.
The integral equation for the vertex U is obtained from the equation of motion δΓ/δU = 0. In Fig. 14 we list the
terms in Φ and the orresponding ontributions to the integral equation.
1
6

→
1
6

−
1
12

→ −
1
6

1
24

→
1
6

1
8

→
1
4

−
1
3
	
→ −
1
3


−
1
3

→ −
1
3

FIG. 14: Contributions to the integral equation for U .
Combining and rearranging, we obtain the integral equation shown in Fig. 15. As before, we have ombined diagrams
that orrespond to permutations of external legs: the third diagram on the right hand side of Fig. 15 should be drawn
as 3 diagrams, eah with symmetry fator 1/2.
12

=

+

+
3
2

− 2

− 2

FIG. 15: The integral equation for U .
In exatly the same way, we an obtain integral equations for the verties V and Y . The result for the vertex V is
shown in Fig. 16. The equation for the vertex Y has the same form with the quarks replaed by ghosts.

=

+

+

FIG. 16: The integral equation for V .
As a hek of our results, we verify that the formalism does not double ount the ollinear divergenes. We start
by onsidering the diagrams on the right hand side of Fig. 12. We substitute U0 into the diagram in part (b) using
Fig. 15. The result is to hange the sign of diagram (d), and to anel the seond diagram in part (e), the seond
and third diagrams in part (f), and the diagrams in part (g) and (i). This result is shown in Fig. 17. The diagrams
that have been removed by the substitution are exatly anelled beause they are already ontained in the diagrams
shown in Fig. 17, together with the integral equations for U , V and Y , as shown in Figs. 15 and 16.
MDD =

+

+ 2

+

+ 4

− 2

− 2

FIG. 17: A rearrangement of the result for MDD.
Similarly, using Fig. 16 to remove V0 from Fig. 13 produes Fig. 18.
MSD = 2

+ 2

MSS =

+

FIG. 18: A rearrangement of the results for MSD and MSS .
Again, we see that the diagrams that have been removed are preisely those that are ontained in Fig. 16. The
anellation works in exatly the same way for MGD and MGG.
VIII. SCATTERING AND PRODUCTION PROCESSES
The results of the previous setions an be summarized as follows. In order to alulate the leading order QCD
shear visosity using the 3PI formalism we use Eqn. (14), with the dierent piees of the integrand for the self energy
given in (30) (and shown in Fig. 7). The verties Ω, Θ and Λ and the self onsistent verties U , V and Y satisfy
a set of oupled integral equations that resum the pinhing and ollinear singularities. These integral equations are
produed naturally by the 3PI formalism and are shown in Figs. 10, 15 and 16.
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We an demonstrate that the integral equations produed by the 3PI formalism are orret by showing that the
kernels of the Ω, Θ and Λ equations have the form of the square of the sum of the amplitudes that orrespond to all
physial sattering and prodution proesses. In this setion we outline the strategy of the alulation. Some details
are given in Appendix C. The basi steps are as follows.
(1) We re-expand the equations shown in Fig. 10, keeping all terms to 2-loop order. Equivalently, we keep all
ontributions to the 4-point funtions, up to 1-loop order. The expansions of the shaded boxes are shown in Fig. 17
and Fig. 18. We use Figs. 15 and 16 to expand the U , V and Y vertex funtions, and propagators are expanded by
inserting the 1-loop piees of the self energy (see, for example, Figs. 20 and 21).
(2) We perform the summations over Keldysh indies. The alulation for the Λ vertex for QED is done in detail
in [15℄. The method used here is exatly the same. We an write the resulting set of equations in the form:
Vx(P ) = V
0
x (P ) +
∑
y∈{gl,gh,q}
Sxy
∫
dKMxy(P,K)∆rety (K)Vy(K)∆advy (K) ; x ∈ {gl, gh, q} , (37)
Vgl = Ω , Vgh = Θ , Vq = Λ ,
∆gl = D , ∆gh = G , ∆q = S ,
Mgl gl =MDD , Mgl gh = MDG , Mgl q = MDS , etc ,
where `gl' stands for gluon, `gh' stands for ghost, and `q' stands for quark. We have supressed all indies, exept that
we have expliitly written the momentum variables and the integral over the 4-momentum K. The subsript q refers
to a quark of a distint avour, and the sum in (37) is over eah avour of quark. The 3-point vertex is retarded with
respet to the middle leg. The 4-point funtion is:
Mxy(P,K) =Mxy(13, P,K) +NB(K)
(
Mxy(5, P,K)−Mxy(9, P,K)
)
,
where the numerial arguments of the 4-point funtions indiate Keldysh omponents. This notation is explained
in Appendix A. The fator Sxy is the symmetry fator of the diagram. For example: for x = gl we have Sgl gl =
1/2; Sgl gh = Sgl q = −1, and Eqn. (37) beomes:
Ω(P ) = Ω0(P ) +
∫
dK (38)
[1
2
MDD(P,K)D
ret(K)Ω(K)Dadv(K)−MDG(P,K)Gret(K)Θ(K)Gadv(K)−MDS(P,K)Sret(K)Λ(K)Sadv(K)
]
,
whih is the equation shown in the rst line of Fig. 10.
(3) Sine we are only interested in verifying that the orret matrix elements are produed, we use fators for bare
propagators in all numerators, but use HTL self energies to regulate pinh singularities in denominators. We rewrite
the pinhing pairs of propagators:
Sretαβ S
adv
α′β′ = −K/ αβK/ α′β′
ρ(K)
2ImΣˆret(K)
, Σˆret =
1
2
Tr
(
K/ Σret(K)
)
, (39)
Dretµν D
adv
λτ = −gµνgλτ
ρ(K)
2ImΠTret(K)
, GretGadv = − ρ(K)
2ImΠTret(K)
, ΠTret = P
T
µνΠ
µν
ret ,
−i ρ(K) = 1/(K2 + iSign(k0)ǫ)− 1/(K2 − iSign(k0)ǫ) .
Note that we regulate the pinhing singularities from the pair of ghost propagators and the pair of gluon propagators
with the transverse part of the gluon polarization tensor. This is justied beause of the fat that after all anellations
have been taken into aount, only transverse gluons survive. For future use we dene:
Πx : x ∈ {gl, gh, q} → Πgl = Πgh = ΠTret , Πq = Σˆret .
(4) From (6) we need the real part of eah Vx and onsequently, from (37), we need to extrat the real part of eah
4-point funtion Mxy(P,K). Our method is related to the Cutkosky rules at nite temperature and is desribed in
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[28℄. Terms with an even number of on shell or `ut' propagators are real. There are no terms with zero ut lines.
It is easy to show that terms with four ut lines do not ontribute, beause it is kinematially forbidden for three
on-shell lines to meet at a vertex:
ρ
(± (P1 ± P2))ρ(P1)ρ(P2) = 0 . (40)
The onlusion is that all terms must ontain two ut lines. However, some terms ontaining two ut lines are
identially zero. Sine the leg momenta P and K are on-shell (beause they onnet to pinhing pairs of propagators)
we an use (40) to obtain:
ρ(K − L)∆retx (L) → ρ(K − L)Prinx(L) , ρ(K − L)∆advx (L) → ρ(K − L)Prinx(L) ,
∆retx (P −K) → Prinx(P −K) , ∆advx (P −K) → Prinx(P −K) ,
(41)
where we have dened Prinx(P ) = 1/2
(
∆retx (P ) + ∆
adv
x (P )
)
. The result is that all non-zero terms ontain two ut
lines that eetively divide the diagram into the produt of two amplitudes.
We note that for diagrams where all propagators arry dierent momenta, the proedure desribed above is
perfetly straightforward. In diagrams where more than one propagator arries a given momentum, one must be
areful to show that potentially dangerous terms that ontain the square of a delta funtion do not appear. The
disappearane of these unphysial terms is a well known result due to the KMS ondition [29℄.
(5) For eah of the verties Vx, we dene a new vertex Vˆx by ontrating eah pinhing line by the orresponding
external leg. To simplify the form of later results, we also divide by the HTL width of the line:
Vˆ µgl = Ωˆ
µ(P ) =
[− gλτ ]Ωλµτ 1
2ImΠT
, Vˆ µgh = Θˆ
µ(P ) = Θµ
1
2ImΠT
, Vˆ µq = Λˆ
µ(P ) = Tr
[
P/ Λ
] 1
2ImΣˆ
. (42)
We reall that the ghosts are unphysial degrees of freedom whose only role is to anel the ontributions from the
unphysial gluon polarizations. From Fig. 7 we see that it is the ombination Vˆgl− 2Vˆgh that appears in the visosity.
As a onsequene, we will look at the verties:
Vˆq , Vˆq¯ , Vˆg = Vˆgl − 2Vˆgh , (43)
where the vertex Vˆq¯ is obtained from Vˆq by onjugation. To distinguish these verties from those dened in (42),
we use the indies {a, b, · · ·} ∈ {q, q¯, g}, instead of {x, y, · · ·} ∈ {q, q¯, gl, gh}. Our goal is to rewrite the integral
equations for the verties Vˆx (in Eqn. (37)) in terms of the verties Vˆa, and to show that these equations have the
orret form, with the kernels given by the square of the sum of the amplitudes that orrespond to the relevant 2 →
2 sattering and prodution proesses.
(6) In order to obtain the traditional form of the matrix elements, we must label the momenta in a spei way.
Eah ontribution to the 4-point funtionsMxy has the form of a ut 1-loop amplitude. Eah amplitude depends on the
two external momenta P and K, and one loop momentum variable that is integrated over. We an introdue a seond
momentum integration by adding a 4-dimensional delta funtion. We relabel these four momenta by the four variables
{P, P2, L1, L2} whih are dened so that they orrespond to the two external momenta, and the two momenta arried
by the ut lines (as disussed in step (4) above, there are always two ut lines). In addition, we hoose diretions so that
P+P2 = L1+L2, whih means that the nal expression will ontain an overall fator
∫
dL1
∫
dL2 δ
4 (P+P2−L1−L2).
In priniple, there are 16 terms whih orrespond to the 24 possible hoies for the signs of the 0-omponents of the
momenta on the four on-shell lines. Sine P is an external variable, we make the hoie p0 > 0, whih leaves eight
terms. Only three of these terms orrespond to kinematially allowed 2 → 2 sattering and prodution proesses.
For eah diagram we write one of these three terms by hoosing Sign(p0) = Sign(p02) = Sign(l
0
1) = Sign(l
0
2). The
terms orresponding to the other two hoies an be obtained by making the hanges of variables: P2 ↔ −L1 and
P2 ↔ −L2. We dene the notation:∫
dP2
∫
dL1
∫
dL2 δ
4(P + P2 − L1 − L2)
∑
perms
f(P, P2;L1, L2) (44)
=
∫
dP2
∫
dL1
∫
dL2 δ
4(P + P2 − L1 − L2)
(
f(P, P2;L1, L2) + f(P,−L1;−P2, L2) + f(P,−L2;L1,−P2)
)
.
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Using the notation dened in (39), (42) and (44) we an rewrite (37) as:
θ(p0) 2ImΠa Vˆa = θ(p0) 2ImΠa Vˆ
0
a − θ(p0)
∑
perms
∫
p2
·
[ ∫
l1
∫
l2
∑
(i)
(45)
Mab→cd(i) (P, P2;L1, L2) ·
(M˜cd→ab(i) (L1, L2;P, P2))†N(malbicjd)
]
Vˆb(P2) · (2π)4 δ4(P + P2 − L1 − L2) .
The sum over (i) in (45) inludes the pairs of amplitudes M ·M˜ produed from the uts of all of the 4-point funtions
that appear in the expansion of the kernel of the integral equation. The indies {ma, lb, ic, jd} take the values b or
f, depending on whether the orresponding line is a boson or fermion. We dene:
N(ijlm) = ab(l, Ep2)em(i, El1)em(j, El2 )/em(m,Ep) , (46)
em(b, Ex) = 1 + nb(Ex) , em(f, Ex) = 1− nf (Ex) , ab(b, Ex) = nb(Ex) , ab(f, Ex) = nf (Ex) .
In Fig. 19 we give two examples of the way in whih utting a 4-point funtion produes the produt of two
amplitudes. The dashed line indiates the ut propagators. The ut box graph gives the square of the t-hannel. The
ut triangle graph gives the produt of the t-hannel and the s-hannel.
P2
L1 L2
P2 P2
L1
L2
L1
P2L2
L1
L2 P2
L1
L2P2
L1 L2
P2
P P
P
P
PPP
P P2
FIG. 19: Two examples of a ut 4-point funtion written as the produt of two amplitudes.
The goal is to show that the quantity in square brakets in (45) an be rewritten in the form:[
· · ·
]
Vˆb(P2) =
[
1
νa
∫
l1
∫
l2
∑
{bcd}∈{g q q¯}
∣∣∣∣Mab→cd(P, P2;L1, L2)
∣∣∣∣2 N(malbicjd)
]
Vˆb(P2) . (47)
The amplitude Mab→cd denotes a sattering amplitude for the proess ab → cd and the square is summed (not
averaged) over the spins and olours of all states. As before, the subsripts q and q¯ denote quarks and anti-quarks of
distint avours, and the sum is over eah avour of quark. . The fator νa is equal to the number of spin × olour
states for the external exitation, so that dividing by νa produes an average over initial states. The thermal fators
give the orret ombination of statistial emission and absorption fators. Sine we have assumed Sign(p0) > 0, we
obtain the loss term. The hoie Sign(p0) < 0 would produe the gain term.
If we take a = g in (45) we obtain:[
· · ·
]
Vˆb(P2) =
1
νg
∫
l1
∫
l2
(48)
·
[[Mgg→gg N(bbbb) +Mgg→qq¯ N(bbf f)]Vˆg(P2) +Mgq→gq N(bfbf)Vˆq(P2) +Mgq¯→gq¯ N(bfbf)Vˆq¯(P2)] ,
∣∣Mgg→gg ∣∣2 = 16 dAC2A
(
3− st
u2
− su
t2
− tu
s2
)
,
∣∣Mgg→q1 q¯1 ∣∣2 = 8 dF CF (CF ( t
u
+
u
t
)
− CA
(
t2
s2
+
u2
s2
))
,
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∣∣Mgq1→gq1 ∣∣2 = ∣∣Mgq¯1→gq¯1 ∣∣2 = 8 dF CF (CA(s2
t2
+
u2
t2
)
− CF
(
s
u
+
u
s
))
.
Taking a = q in (45) we obtain:[
· · ·
]
Vˆb(P2) =
1
νq
∫
l1
∫
l2
(49)
·
[
Mqq→qq N(f f f f)Vˆq(P2) +Mqg→qg N(fbfb)Vˆg(P2) +
[Mqq¯→qq¯ N(f f f f) +Mqq¯→gg N(f fbb)]Vˆq¯(P2)] ,
∣∣Mq1g→q1g∣∣2 = 8 dF CF (CA(s2
t2
+
u2
t2
)
− CF
(
s
u
+
u
s
))
,
∣∣Mq1 q¯1→gg∣∣2 = 8 dF CF
(
CF
(
t
u
+
u
t
)
− CA
(
t2
s2
+
u2
s2
))
,
∣∣Mq1q2→q1q2 ∣∣2 = 8d2F C2F
dA
(
s2 + u2
t2
+ δ12
s2 + t2
u2
)
+ 16 δ12 dF CF
(
CF − CA
2
) s2
t u
,
∣∣Mq1 q¯2→q3 q¯4 ∣∣2 = 8d2F C2F
dA
(
δ13 δ24
s2 + u2
t2
+ δ12 δ34
t2 + u2
s2
)
+ 16 δ12 δ23 δ34 dF CF
(
CF − CA
2
)u2
s t
.
The numerial subsripts in Eqns. (48) and (49) refer to quark avours. Our results agree with the SU(3) results of
[30℄, and with the results of [3℄. Some details of the alulation of Eqn. (48) are given in Appendix C.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented the rst alulation of the omplete leading order QCD shear visosity using
quantum eld theory methods. We have demonstrated that the alulation an be organized naturally using the
3PI eetive ation. The expression produed by the Kubo formula (Eqn. (14)) ontains verties whih satisfy
a set of oupled integral equations that resum the pinhing and ollinear singularities. These integral equations
are produed naturally by the 3PI formalism, without the need for any kind of power ounting arguments, and
are shown in Figs. 10, 15 and 16. We have veried that the integral equations produed by the 3PI formalism
are orret, by showing that the kernels of the Ω, Θ and Λ equations have the form of the square of the sum
of the amplitudes that orrespond to all physial sattering and prodution proesses. In priniple, the method
developed in this paper should be generalizable to the alulation of transport oeients at higher orders.
Work in this diretion is in progress. Our alulation provides a onnetion between nPI eetive theories and
kineti theories, and supports the use of nPI eetive theories as a method to study the equilibration of quantum elds.
APPENDIX A: KELDYSH REPRESENTATION
We use the losed time path formulation of real time statistial eld theory [31, 32℄ whih onsists of a ontour
with two branhes: one runs from minus innity to innity along the real axis, the other runs bak from innity to
minus innity just below the real axis (for reviews see, for example, [33, 34℄). The losed time path ontour results in
a doubling of degrees of freedom. Physially, these extra ontributions ome from the additional proesses that are
present when the system interats with a medium, instead of sitting in a vauum. As a result of these extra degrees of
freedom, n-point funtions have a tensor stuture. Statistial eld theory an be formulated in dierent bases, whih
produe dierent representations of these tensors. We will work in the Keldysh basis. In the disussion below, we
use bi = 1 or 2 to denote indies in the 1-2 basis and ci to denote indies in the Keldysh basis, with ci = 1 := r and
ci = 2 := a. The rotation from the 1-2 representation to the Keldysh representation is aomplished by using the
transformation matrix:
UKeldysh←(1−2) =
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
. (A1)
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The verties in the Keldysh representation are given by:
Γc1···cn = 2
n
2
−1 U c1b1 · · ·U cnbnΓb1···bn . (A2)
In order to simplify the notation for the verties, we replae eah ombination of the indies {r, a} by a single numerial
index. In momentum spae we write:
Γc1c2···cn(p1, p2, · · · pn) = Γ(i, p1, p2, · · · pn) . (A3)
We assign the hoies of the variables c1c2 · · · cn to the variable i using the vetor:
Vn =
(
rn
an
)
· · · ⊗
(
r2
a2
)
⊗
(
r1
a1
)
, (A4)
where the symbol ⊗ indiates an outer produt. For eah n, the ith omponent of the vetor orresponds to a list of
variables that is assigned the number i. To simplify the notation we drop the subsripts and write a list like r1r2a3
as rra. For larity, the results are listed below.
3-point funtions: rrr → 1, arr → 2, rar → 3, aar → 4, rra → 5, ara→ 6, raa→ 7, aaa→ 8,
4-point funtions: rrrr → 1, arrr → 2, rarr → 3, aarr → 4, rrar → 5, arar → 6, raar → 7, aaar → 8, rrra → 9,
arra→ 10, rara → 11, aara→ 12, rraa→ 13, araa→ 14, raaa→ 15, aaaa→ 16.
Summations over Keldysh indies an be done by hand, but the proess is extremely tedious. In-
stead, we use a Mathematia program. This program is desribed in detail in [34℄ and is available at
www.brandonu.a/physis/fugleberg/Researh/Dik.html. The program an be used to alulate the integrand
orresponding to any diagram (up to ve external legs) in the Keldysh, RA or 1-2 basis. The user supplies input in
the form of lists of momenta and verties for eah propagator and vertex.
APPENDIX B: EXPANSION OF THE `EXTERNAL' 2-POINT FUNCTION
As a further hek on our alulation, we an show expliitly that to 2-loop order the `external' 2-point funtion in
Eqn. (24) (shown in Fig. 7) ontains all terms that one would obtain from a straightforward Wik expansion, with
the orret symmetry fators [35℄. We start with the seond term in Fig. 7. The bare vertex on the left hand side is
Ω′0 as shown in Fig. 11. The dotted vertex on the right hand side is given by the rst integral equation in Fig. 10,
and Figs. 12 and 13. Term by term we obtain:
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1
2
Ω
′
0 DDΩ
′
0 →
1
2

+

+
1
2

+
1
2

−

−

1
2
Ω
′
0 DDMDD DDΩ
′
0 →
1
4

+
1
2

1
2
Ω
′
0 DDMDS S S Λ
′
0 → −
	
1
2
Ω
′
0 DDMDG GGΘ0 → −


FIG. 20: Some 2-loop ontributions to Π
ext
.
As disussed before, we have simplied the gure by ombining diagrams that orrespond to permutations of external
legs: the last diagram in the rst line of Fig. 20 should be drawn as 2 diagrams, eah with a symmetry fator of 1/2,
with the loop insertion on the right and left hand side. The diagrams in the seond and third lines are obtained by
expanding self onsistent propagators and inserting the rst diagram in Fig. 7, and the 1-loop diagrams in Figs. 20,
and 21. Sine we are working to 2-loop order, the full verties U , V and Y in all 2-loop diagrams an be immediately
replaed with the bare verties, using Figs. 15 and 16.
Now we look at the third term in Fig. 7. The dotted vertex on the right hand side is given by the seond integral
equation in Fig. 10, and Fig. 13. Term by term we obtain:
1
2
Λ0 S S Λ
′
0 → −

−

1
2
Λ0 S SMSD DDΩ
′
0 → −

1
2
Λ0 S SMSS S S Λ
′
0 → −

FIG. 21: Some 2-loop ontributions to Π
ext
.
The third diagram in Fig. 7 gives the same diagrams as in Fig. 21, with the quarks replaed by ghosts.
To get the full self energy to 2-loop order we ombine all ontributions. We need the set of diagrams in Figs. 20
and 21 (and the orresponding terms for ghosts). We also need the tadpole graph in Fig. 7, and the two loop graph
obtained by expanding the self onsistent propagator in the tadpole graph and re-inserting the tadpole. This produes
the double soop diagram shown in Fig. 22. Finally, we also need the sunset diagram in Fig. 8. The symmetry fators
are all given expliitly on all diagrams. The resulting set of diagrams is the omplete result for the 2-point funtion,
at two loop order.
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1
4

FIG. 22: The double soop ontribution to Π
ext
.
APPENDIX C: THE Vˆg EQUATION
In this Appendix we give some details of the alulation of Eqn. (48). We follow the steps outlined in setion VIII.
(1)We iterate the integral equations and keep all terms up to 2-loop order, or ontributions to the 4-point funtions
up to 1-loop order. These graphs an be divided into types based on their topologies. We all them box, bubble,
triangle, ross, loly, tent and sh graphs. They are shown in Figs. 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27, respetively. Eah graph
arries a numerial fator that is not inluded in the gure. Graphs that are labeled with the same number, suh as
(5) and (5′) in Fig. 23, give the same result but are drawn separately so that it is easier to see that all ontributions
are inluded. The numerial fators are listed below, in the same order as the graphs in the orresponding gure. For
example: the rst line in (C1) means that the numerial fator for the rst box graph is 1, the fator for the seond
box graph is -2, et.
factor[box] = {1,−2,−2,−2,−2,−2,−2,−2,−2, 4, 4,−2} , (C1)
factor[bub] =
{
1
2
,−1,−1,−1,−2,−2,−2, 2, 2
}
,
factor[tri] = {2,−4,−4,−4,−2,−2,−8,−8,−4,−4} ,
factor[cross] =
{
1
2
,−1,−1,−2,−2,−2,−2
}
,
factor[loly, tent, fish] =
{
1, 2,
1
2
}
.
In Figs. 23, 24, 25 and 27, the dashed lines indiate the two internal propagators that are ut, as disussed in setion
VIII. For the rossed-box graphs, there are two possible ombinations of on shell internal lines whih orrespond to a
horizontal and a vertial ut. In order to simplify Fig. 26, we do not draw the dashed lines that orrespond to these
uts.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(5′)

(8)
	
(9)


(7′)

(10)

FIG. 23: Box graphs that ontribute to the integral equation for Vˆg.
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
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
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
(5′)

(6)

(7)
	
FIG. 24: Bubble graphs that ontribute to the integral equation for Vˆg.
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FIG. 25: Triangle graphs that ontribute to the integral equation for Vˆg.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

FIG. 26: Crossed-box graphs that ontribute to the integral equation for Vˆg.
  
FIG. 27: Loly, tent and sh graphs that ontribute to the integral equation for Vˆg.
(2) We alulate the Keldysh struture for eah diagram. In order to do this, we look at the orresponding diagram
where all lines are salars, in the sense that they have no Dira or Lorentz struture, but arry the appropriate boson or
fermion thermal distribution funtions. The summations over Keldysh indies are done using a Mathematia program.
The program is desribed in [34℄ and is available at www.brandonu.a/physis/fugleberg/Researh/Dik.html. The
program an be used to alulate the integrand orresponding to any diagram (up to ve external legs) in the Keldysh,
RA or 1-2 basis. The user supplies input in the form of lists of momenta and verties for eah propagator and vertex.
Several examples of this part of the alulation are worked out in detail in [15℄. We extrat the overall phase spae
fator:
F =
∫
l1
∫
l2
:=
1
(2π)3 2El1
1
(2π)3 2El2
, (C2)
and dene the mandelstam variables:
s = (L1 + L2)
2 ; t = (P − L1)2 ; u = (P − L2)2 . (C3)
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The results are listed below. The notation `den' is a reminder that the ontributions from the numerators, produed
by orretly inluding the appropriate Dira and Lorentz struture, are not yet inluded.
den[box(1)] = F N(bbbb) · 1
t2
; i ∈ {1, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10} , (C4)
den[box(2)] = F N(bbff) · 1
t2
, den[box(3)] = den[box(4)] = den[box(8)] = −F N(bfbf) · 1
t2
,
den[bub(1)] = F N(bbbb) · 1
s2
; i ∈ {1, 2, 5, 7} ,
den[bub(3)] = den[bub(6)] = F N(bbff) · 1
s2
, den[bub(4)] = −F N(bfbf) · 1
s2
,
den[tri(1)] = F N(bbbb) · 1
st
; i ∈ {1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9} ,
den[tri(2)] = F N(bbff) · 1
st
, den[tri(4)] = −F N(bfbf) · 1
st
, den[tri(5)] = −F N(bfbf) · 1
st
,
den[cross(1)] = F N(bbbb) · 1
tu
; i ∈ {1, 3, 5, 6, 7} ,
den[cross(2)] = F N(bbff) · 1
tu
, den[cross(4)] = −F N(bfbf) · 1
tu
,
den[loly] = F iN(bbbb) · 1
s
, den[tent] = F iN(bbbb) · 1
t
, den[fish] = −F N(bbbb) .
The results for the numerators are given in (C5) and are listed in the same order as the diagrams in the orresponding
gure. For example, the rst line in (C5) gives the numerators for the box graphs labeled (1), (2), et. The rossed-box
graphs produe two ontributions eah, beause there is a horizontal and a vertial ut.
num[box] = { 8
(
69t2
2
− 25su
)
C2A, −8tuC2FdF , −8stC2FdF , 4
(
4s2 + 3us+ 4u2
)
CACF dF , (C5)
− 2 (t2 + 10su)C2A, 2t2C2A, 2t2C2A, −16suC3ACF dF , 4
(
s2
4
+
u2
4
)
C2A, 2t
2C2A } ,
num[bub] = { 8
(
69s2
2
− 25tu
)
C2A, 2
(−s2 − 10tu)C2A, 4 (4t2 + 3ut+ 4u2)CACF dF , −8stC2FdF , 2s2C2A,
− 2tuCACF dF , 4
(
t2
4
+
u2
4
)
C2A } ,
num[tri] =
{
8
(
15su− 3t
2
4
)
C2A, 4u
2CACFdF , u
2C2A, 0, 4s
2CACF dF , 0, −s2C2A, t2C2A, −u2C2A
}
,
num[cross− horz] =
{
4
(
30tu− 3s
2
2
)
C2A, 0, 0, 4u
2CACFdF , −u2C2A, u2C2A, 0
}
,
num[cross− vert] =
{
4
(
30tu− 3s
2
2
)
C2A, 0, 0, 4u
2CACFdF , −u2C2A, t2C2A, s2C2A
}
,
num[loly/tent/fish] =
{
324, i C2A s, 324 i C
2
A s,−864C2A
}
.
The last step is to sum all ontributions and show that:∑
(i)
factor[i]num[i]den[i] = F(Mgg→gg N(bbbb) +Mgg→qq¯ N(bbff) +Mgq→gq N(bfbf) +Mgq¯→gq¯ N(bfbf)) . (C6)
The sum over (i) is over all of the graphs in Figs. 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27. We use the fat that the denitions of the
internal momenta L1 and L2 an always be reversed, or equivalently, that eah term an be written in a symmetri
form by interhanging t and u. Note that when we insert the result for
∣∣Mab→cd∣∣2 into Eqn. (45), we must introdue
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an extra fator 1/2 if the nal states c and d are not the same, to avoid double ounting this ontribution. These
fators of two are indiated in square brakets in (C7). The results are:
∣∣Mgg→gg∣∣2 = 16 dAC2A
(
3− st
u2
− su
t2
− tu
s2
)
, (C7)
∣∣Mgg→qq¯∣∣2 = [1
2
]
16 dF CF
(
CF
(
t
u
+
u
t
)
− CA
(
t2
s2
+
u2
s2
))
,
∣∣Mgq→gq∣∣2 = ∣∣Mgq¯→gq¯∣∣2 = [1
2
]
16 dF CF
(
CA
(
s2
t2
+
u2
t2
)
− CF
(
s
u
+
u
s
))
,
in agreement with (48).
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